
Strong mechanical aptitude, ability to decipher and understand the workings of mechanical
contraptions
Experience managing projects and project resources
Experience with SolidWorks or comparable 3D CAD software
Working knowledge of sheet metal fabrication and machine shop processes and capabilities
Strong research skills, comfortable with finding and citing research sources
Experience in costing and procurement of off the shelf components
Previous experience designing industrial equipment

Qualifications:

Mechanical Engineer 
Location: La Salle, Manitoba 

TANK TRADERS

At Tank Traders® we are looking to maintain our competitive edge within the industry and are developing
a new product to introduce to the market, and we want you to be apart of it! This person will work closely

with the rest of the Research and Development team to assist in the development of this product and
update our current processes to be able to support this product.

Develop new and revitalized products, production lines and processes
Prepare and present conceptual design proposals using 3D CAD design models
Conduct detailed engineering analysis of equipment, components, and/or processes
Work closely with the project team to integrate mechanical and electrical systems and provide support to
the fabrication team as required
Prepare detailed mechanical drawings for manufacturing of completed designs
Oversee the project, meet deadlines and manage the flow of information

 What you'll do in the role:

Founded in 2001, Tank Traders® started in rural La Salle, Manitoba, as a division under its parent
company, Vomar Industries Inc. Now 20 years later, Tank Traders® has exponentially grown into Canada’s

largest provider of the National Barbecue Propane Tank Exchange Program and operates two key
businesses out of the USA market under Tank Traders® Midwest and Tank Traders® Missouri.

Where to Apply:
www.tanktraders.com
Send your resume to recruitment@tanktraders.com

What's in it for you?

A competitive starting salary
Comprehensive benefits package: extended
health, dental, vision, and life coverage
Overtime/Banked Time

Vacation Time – 2 weeks vacation at 4%
Matching company RRSP plan at 3%
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